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1 XX 1 1

Residents since June 1991. In the past 3 years, nothing much has changed, with one noticeable 

exception a number of cars are now parking daily. Since the introduction of the parking bays in 

North Road and Rock Lane, those few places where there are no parking restrictions are taken up 

by people who use Parkway Station. 

I can confirm to you that most of the cars that park outside the Trust Hall in North Road and Field 

Farm Close, at its jct with Rock Lane, are the same cars every day as I have, in the past noted their 

registration numbers.

Should the consultation decide to put yellow lines from the junction of Field Farm Close and Rock 

Lane up to the first bungalow in the Close (i.e. property n.1)? 

This will only serve to move any cars parking to other parts of the Close. 

Whilst we all have driveways which is perfectly adequate for the residents who live here there is 

very few spaces for visitors and services.

I would also like to point out that adjacent to 30 Field Farm Close, there is a pathway through to the 

Parkway Station. 

This is also used by ‘commuters’ who park in the Close walk

through to the station, and cause misery and difficulties for those people who live here and the vehicles which have to navigate a cul-de-sac.

Suggestion

We would support parking restriction so that only the residents of Field Farm Close, can park between the hours of 10.00am - 4.30 pm. 

We strongly feel that the type of proposal you have made for Brins Close, should also apply to Field Farm Close.

Reminder of SGC's policy for residents' parking permits. 

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

2 XX 1

I wish to raise my concern about the lack of parking restrictions at the entrance to Field Farm Close. 

Since the current parking restrictions were introduced a few years ago to prevent people parking on 

North Rd and Rock Lane and leaving their cars there while they commute via Parkway Station, 

several cars have instead been parking along the entrance to Field Farm Close.

I believe this to be a safety hazard as they park so close to the entrance to the road and restrict 

visibility when entering and leaving the road. A neighbour has seen a child on a bicycle nearly hit by 

an incoming car because of the parked cars. It has been a particular problem when the road is icy or 

snow covered since the road is also on a gradient.

Our current proposals include no waiting at any time (i.e. double yellow lines) at the 

junction of Field Farm Close with North Road. Our aim is to improve road safety at this 

junction but also to implement restrictions which might not be inconvenient to the 

residents. 

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

3 XX 1 1

Grounds for Objection. 

Implementing the planned parking scheme will simply push the problem into the neighbouring 

residential road of Field Farm Close (FFC). 

We note that this reason was used in the SGC justification of why the current scheme is proposed, 

and due to the close proximity of FFC to Parkway Station.

We have previously expressed my concern to SGC that cars currently park at the entrance to FFC 

causing a dangerous blind exit out of the close. I note children cross the road here. 

We are aware the previous complaints regarding previously proposed parking restrictions on the 

road have been accepted by SGC, whereas I suspect that the majority of residents in FFC do NOT 

want the existing problem to be exacerbated with cars coming right into the close and parking in the 

layby spaces on a daily basis. 

We are very concerned that these proposals increase congestion in FFC and increase the danger to 

pedestrians in particular the many small children whom walk to school and cross the entrance to the 

road, as well as increase the risk of a head on collision with cars parking all along the entrance way 

to FFC. 

Suggestion

We recommend "not waiting at any time" in the first 100m of FFC, 

and elsewhere on the road waiting limited between 1 and 2pm to 30 min.

It would be helpful if you could confirm which type of restrictions you might consider 

appropriate to implement. 

As part of the public consultation process, we are collecting all comments expressed by 

the residents and members of the community that would have responded. 

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

We shall review the proposals accordingly bearing in mind we also aim to implement a 

valid solution based on highways requirements. 

4 XX 1

It has been brought to our attention that parking is changing in our area which means that we will 

have more cars parking in our road i.e. Field Farm Close. 

Please advise us how you intend stopping people using our road as free parking. 

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

5 XX 1

The entry to the Close has a sharp bend where the driving view even without parked cars can be 

restrictive.

Both my wife and I have seen several 'close shaves' when children are crossing the road and 

parked cars are limiting driven cars the ability to pass.

I firmly believe that to allow cars to park for unlimited periods in Field Farm Close so that people 

can catch trains at the Parkway Station ( which is approximately 2/3 of a mile away) would cause a 

danger to young children.

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

6 XX 1

Suggestion

"Waiting limited to 30 mins between 1 and 2pm " this restriction seems to be very successful in 

other streets in the local area. My house backs onto the new P&R. My observation since it has been 

opened is that people will not use this facility if they can park nearby for nothing.

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

7 XX 1 1

We object strongly to any changes that would lead to non-residents using our close as 'free parking' 

for Parkway Station. The close is currently very quiet and only used by those who live there. As a 

result it is safe for young families, like mine, with buggies and also for children who walk, scoot or 

ride their bikes to pre-school and school. 

If the proposed changes are made our close will suffer an influx of traffic at rush hour times. There 

are no safe areas to turn a car round so there would be endless numbers of cars doing 'three point 

turns' in the middle of the road. Both these things would impact dramatically on the safety of our 

children and indeed on all the residents in our close. 

The extra parked cars would also reduce the close to single file traffic flow which again would lead 

to safety concerns, such as collisions and cars reversing to allow other cars to pass.

We would like you to scrap your plans altogether and failing that to make Field Farm Close a 'permit 

holders only' parking area and so reserved for the residents only and therefore keeping the number 

of cars parked in the close to a normal amount.

We are deeply concerned about this issue and hope that this is logged as an official objection and that our concerns will be heard.

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

FIELD FARM CLOSE, STOKE GIFFORD: 

Consultation, 9 May - 1 July 2011. 
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8 XX 1 1

Observations: 

- the restrictions imposed at the last review resulted in car owners moving further into Stoke Gifford 

to continue their "free parking";

- the position of your new car park and the cost, although competitive with the Parkway Station car 

park, is such that I do not see commuters who habitually park in residential roads at no cost, will be 

persuaded into the new car park at a cost of £25 per working week; 

- as a resident of Field Farm Close I forsee our road becoming the next "free parking" area for 

commuters. 

I do not particularly want to have restrictions on parking in Field Farm Close and request the SGC to 

include Field Farm Close in the restricted area with limited waiting between 1 and 2pm. 

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

9 XX 1

I am very concerned to hear about the proposals for nearby parking restrictions which currently 

exclude Farm Field Close. By excluding Field Farm CLose in the restricted parking scheme the 

peaceful atmosphere stands to be ruined. 

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

10 XX 1 1

I wish to object to the proposed changes in parking restrictions which will have the effect of making 

Field Farm Close the nearest free parking area to parkway station. 

Parking is already at a premium in Field Farm Close and the road is extremely narrow in places, 

without a pavement which often makes it difficult to access your own driveway so I would support a 

'Permit holders only in Field Farm Close' only.

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

11 XX 1

 think that the only answer to the problem of parking in Field Farm Close would be to make the 

whole of the development a “ Waiting limited to ½ hour between 1 and 2pm “area. I can see 

problems with introducing a permit scheme.

Just adding double yellow lines a few yards into Field Farm Close, as is proposed in the latest 

scheme, would definitely not be enough of a deterrent to stop the Parkway car parkers.

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

12 XX 1

Most residents have their own off street parking. Where there is a safety issue there should be no 

parking at any time. I’m in favour of Hunts Ground Road being no waiting at any time because that 

road is narrow enough to be a problem when cars are trying to pass and there are parked cars too. 

Also, the new car park is virtually empty! My biggest safety issue by far is the chaotic parking 

arrangement on North Rd.

The other issue I have (especially at the far end of Field Farm Close) is people parking on the 

pavement. Where there is a safety issue, I’d like to see more double-yellow lines rather than partial 

solutions, and when people do park irresponsibly (e.g. on pavements or blocking access), I am sure 

that an official warning would work wonders.

If limited waiting is implemented on Field Farm Close, this restriction would apply only 

in week days (i.e. Monday to Friday) between certain time periods possibly in 

combination of the allocation of residents parking permit. Out of these days and hours, 

anyone could park on the public highway. 

I believe you understand that either a parking warden or the Police would be able to 

legally enforce any waiting restrictions only if those are in place and formally adopted 

as TROs.

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

13 XX 1

Our house backs on to the new Park & Ride in Hunts Ground Road. I am concerned that the 

addition of restricted parking areas in the surrounding area will result in commuters using Parkway 

station will start to use our road for parking, resulting in a lack of parking spaces for the residents 

who live here.

 

The recent implementation of parking restrictions in North Rd and Rock Lane has already resulted 

in a number of vehicles parking in the entrance to Field Farm Close, often parking very close to the 

junction and causing many near accidents as vehicles are forced into the middle of the road as they 

exit the close, which, combined with the fact that it is not possible to see around the corner until 

they are right on the junction with Rock Lane, and vehicles often come up Rock Lane at speed and 

into Field Farm Close. It is only a matter of time until a serious accident occurs.

The new Park & Ride appears to be extremely underused by commuters, the greatest number of 

vehicles that I have seen there since it opened is six. It would appear that commuters would rather 

park in the residential streets and walk a few hundred yards, than pay the £5 charge to use the car park. 

The implementation of the waiting restrictions as currently proposed, would leave Field Farm Close as one of only a handful of streets in the area without restriction, and, as such, would lead to our road being used as a car park by commuters and leaving t

Description of the procedure & timescale to undertake public consultation. 

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

14 XX 1

Field Farm Close is a very peaceful road, in fact I moved here for this reason. I am very concerned 

to hear about the proposals for nearby parking restrictions which currently exclude Farm Field 

Close. By excluding Field Farm CLose in the restricted parking scheme the peaceful atmosphere 

stands to be ruined. 

I'm unsure of my options so could you please clarify any voting options I may have as a resident.

Results of the consultation and reviewed proposals will be sent prior to formal legal 

advertisement. 

TOTAL 0 6 1 8 4

Concerns that current parking will be displaced. 

Comments specific to Hunts Ground Road and new car park. 
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